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The Influence of Goal Orientation and Self-regulation Tactics on Sales Performance:
A Longitudinal Field Test

Abstract

In a longitudinal field study with salespeople, we investigated the influence of goal
orientation on sales performance. As hypothesized, a learning goal orientation had a positive
relationship with sales performance. This relationship was fully mediated by three selfregulation tactics -- goal setting, effort and planning. In contrast, a performance goal orientation
was unrelated to sales performance. These results suggest that a focus on skill development,
even for a veteran work force, is likely to be associated with high performance. Management
should seek evidence of a learning goal orientation when selecting new employees, while
avoiding an excessive focus on performance goal orientation without a comparable skilldevelopment focus.
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In recent years, there has been a strong, renewed interest in re~earch on the individual
!

difference determinants of work behavior and performance (Kanfer, 1990a, 1990b; Kanfer 1992).
I

An individual difference that has been the subject of this renewed int~rest is goal orientation (see
I

Button, Mathieu, and Zajac, 1996; and Farr, Hoffman, and Ringenbath, 1993 for extensive
discussions of the implications of goal orientation for 1/0 psychology research).
Our understanding of goal orientation has emerged from the work of Carol Dweck and
her colleagues (Dweck, 1986; Dweck & Leggett, 1988; Elliott & Dw~ck, 1988). They
conceptualized the broader goals pursued by individuals as a person<l(lity dimension and proposed
that individuals have goal orientations-- individual differences for g9al preferences in
achievement settings. She identified two major classes of goal orientations: (a) learning goal
orientation to develop competence by acquiring new skills and mastering new situations, and (b)
performance goal orientation to demonstrate and validate one's competence by seeking favorable
judgments and avoiding negative judgments (see also Nicholls,

1984~

for a similar

conceptualization of goal orientation).
Goal orientation creates the mental frameworks that individu~ls use to interpret and
respond to achievement situations (Dweck & Leggett, 1988; Elliott & Dweck, 1988). These
interpretation and response patterns are especially prominent when i~dividuals are confronted
with a challenging task. Individuals with performance goal orientatibns view a challenging task
as a threat because there is the risk of failure, that would demonstrate their inadequate ability. In
challenging situations, these individuals pursue a maladaptive response pattern in that they
withdraw from the task, make negative ability attributions, and repoitt decreased interest in the_
task. Individuals with learning goal orientations on the other hand, \j'iew a challenging task as an
opportunity for growth and development. In such situations, these iqdividuals pursue an adaptive
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response pattern in that they persist, escalate effort, engage in solution-oriented self instruction,
and report enjoying the challenge.
Previous research has examined the relationship of goal orientation with various
performance outcomes. In a longitudinal field study with undergraduate students, Phillips and
Gully ( 1997) found a positive relationship between a learning goal orientation and exam score
and an insignificant relationship between a performance goal orientation and exam score. In
three studies with large samples of undergraduate psychology students, Button et al. ( 1996) found
a positive relationship between a learning goal orientation and grade point average and an
insignificant relationship between a performance goal orientation and grade point average.
There is also evidence that goal orientation, when induced as a state, influences
performance outcomes. 1 In a laboratory experiment with undergraduate students, Butler ( 1993)
used instructions to create the equivalent of learning and performance goal orientations. While
working on a series of problem solving tasks, participants in the learning condition improved
their task performance over the series, but those in the performance condition did not. In another
laboratory experiment with students, Block, Roney, Geetter, Lopez, and Yang (1995)
manipulated goal orientation and had the participants complete a decision-making exercise. As
hypothesized, the exercise solutions of the individuals in the learning condition were of much
higher quality and quantity than were the solutions of the individuals in the performance
condition.

1 There

is considerable evidence of goal orientation existing as a stable individual difference
(e.g., Button et al., 1996; VandeWalle, 1997), but goal orientation can also be influenced by situational
cues about effort, competition, evaluation standards and rewards (Ames, 1992; Nicholls, 1984). When
the situation offers no cues as to what goals are favored, the individual difference goal preferences
should dominate. If, however, the situation offers strong cues, goal preferences can be overridden by the
situational cues. This research focuses on the individual difference aspect of goal orientation.
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These studies provide initial evidence that a learning goal orientation is more likely than a
performance goal orientation to lead to positive performance outcomes. There are several
reasons for concern, however, about the extension of these findings to workplace settings. First,
much of the goal orientation research has been conducted with young children (i.e., Elliott and
Dweck, 1988), or with college students (i.e., Button et al., 1996), and often in laboratory settings
(i.e., Block et al., 1995). Further, many of these studies have looked at the influence of state
rather trait goal orientation on performance (e.g., Butler, 1993; Stevens & Gist, 1997). Second,
the published research conducted in a field setting with employees (Sujan, Weitz, & Kumar,
1994) used a cross-sectional research design and collected performance data with self-report
measures. Third, scholars (e.g., Kanfer, 1990b) have discussed the importance of explicating the
intermediate motivational mechanisms that mediate the relationship of an individual difference
with job performance. At this point, however, we still have a very limited understanding of the
mechanisms that mediate the relationship of goal orientation and job performance.
The purpose of this research was to study the influence of goal orientation on employee
performance. To address the above three concerns, we conducted our research in a field setting
with the employees of a medical supplies distributor. A longitudinal research design was used
and actual performance was assessed with sales data from company records. In addition, we
collected data on the self-regulation tactics that were hypothesized to mediate the relationship of
goal orientation and performance. In the subsequent sections, we develop the theoretical model,
starting with the proposed relationship of goal orientation with three self-regulation tactics.

Sales 6
Goal Orientation and Self-regulation Tactics

Why do individuals with a learning goal orientation appear to have a performance
advantage? Researchers in educational psychology (e.g., Ames & Archer, 1988; Miller, Behrens,
Greene, & Newman, 1993) have suggested that a learning goal orientation predisposes
individuals to employ self-regulation strategies in pursuit of their mastery focus. Consistent with
Kanfer (1990b), we define self-regulation as the cognitive process that determines the
transformation of motivational force into behavior and performance. Individuals with
performance goal

orient~tions

are less concerned with mastery, and should thus be less

predisposed to use self-regulation strategies than individuals with a learning goal orientation.
Kanfer ( 1990a, 1990b, 1992) made a similar argument in the 110 psychology literature and
suggested that goal orientation affected job performance through its influence on self-regulation
activities. Based on the personal characteristics associated with learning and performance goal
orientations, we propose that individuals with a learning goal orientation, compared to those with
a performance goal orientation, will engage in greater usage of three self-regulation tactics -- goal
setting, effort and planning. In developing our hypotheses, the two self-regulation tactics of
effort and planning are framed from the perspective of conscious intentions. This approach is
based on the theory that individuals plan what they are going to do and act according to their
plans (Gollwitzer, 1996; Ryan, 1970). We thus use the terms intended effort and intended
planning.
Goal Setting
Individuals with high learning and performance goal orientations should differ in their
level of self-set goal because of how each party frames a challenging goal. Individuals with a
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learning goal orientation are primarily concerned with developing their skills and ability. Given
this focus, a difficult goal should be of interest because it provides a challenging opportunity that
can lead to personal growth. In contrast, individuals with a performance goal orientation are
concerned with obtaining positive evaluations about their ability. Given this focus, a difficult
goal should be of lower interest because it provides a greater potential for failure. As goal
difficulty increases, the probability of obtaining a positive evaluation via goal attainment
decreases.
There are no published reports of a direct test of the influence of goal orientation on selfset goal levels. Several survey studies, however, have found that a learning goal orientation has
positive relationships with a preference for challenging tasks (Ames & Archer, 1988; Archer,
1994), the use of goal setting procedures (Miller et al., 1993) and optimism (VandeWalle, 1996).
In contrast, a performance goal orientation had insignificant or negative relationships with these
three constructs. We speculate that individuals who prefer challenging tasks, use goal setting
procedures, and are optimistic (i.e., those with a learning goal orientation) should also be more
willing to set difficult goals. We thus hypothesize:

Hypothesis 1: Learning goal orientation will be positively related to, and performance goal
orientation will be unrelated to, the level of self-set goal.
Intended Effort
Goal orientation influences how individuals view effort expenditures (Ames, 1992).
Individuals with a learning goal orientation believe that effort leads to success. Effort is viewed
as a means for activating current ability for task achievement and as a means for developing the
ability needed for future task mastery. Individuals with a performance goal orientation, however,
perceive ability as a fixed attribute. Therefore, they are unlikely to view effort as a means for
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developing the ability needed for task mastery. Rather, performance oriented individuals view
high effort as an indicator of low ability because they reason that a capable person would not
need to try so hard to accomplish a task.
Two additional goal orientation characteristics are also relevant. VandeWalle (1996,
1997) found that a learning goal orientation had a positive relationship with the desire to work
hard (Helmreich & Spence, 1978) and optimism (Scheier & Carver, 1985). In contrast, a
performance goal orientation had negative relationships with each construct. Given that they
believe that effort leads to success, enjoy hard work, and are optimistic, individuals with a
learning goal orientation should be willing to commit to the effort needed to attain high
performance.
Finally, we note that Stevens and Gist (1997) found that indivi_duals exposed to a mastery
orientation training program (compared to those exposed to a performance orientation training
program) indicated that they planned to use more effort for an upcoming negotiation exercise.
Based on the above evidence, we thus hypothesize:

Hypothesis 2: Learning goal orientation will be positively related to, and performance goal
orientation will be unrelated to, the level of intended effort.
Intended Planning
In complex task situations, performance outcomes often require individuals to develop a
plan to achieve a high level outcome. A study by Sujan et al. (1994) provides potential evidence
that individuals with a learning goal orientation would be more likely than individuals with a
performance goal orientation to commit themselves to developing a plan for performance
success. Sujan et al. examined the influence of goal orientation on "working smart" -- a form of
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self-regulation which they defined as behavior directed toward developing and using the
knowledge needed to succeed in sales situations. Working smart had a strong, positive
relationship with learning goal orientation but had an insignificant relationship with a
performance goal orientation. The working smart measure included items that assessed the
planning dimension of working smart, but Sujan et al. did not report the specific relationship of
the planning dimension with either goal orientation. Thus, this specific relationship remains to
be tested.
The results of two additional studies also suggest that individuals with a learning goal
orientation are more likely than individuals with a performance goal orientation to engage in
planning. For participants working on an experimental task, Button et al. ( 1996) found a positive
relationship between a performance goal orientation and the occurrence of obtrusive (off-task)
thoughts, but a learning goal orientation was unrelated to such thoughts. VandeWalle ( 1996)
found a positive relationship between conscientiousness (Costa & McCrae, 1992) and learning
goal orientation. Individuals who are able to stay on task, and are conscientious, should be more
predisposed to planning activities.
Hypothesis 3: Learning goal orientation will be positively related to, and performance goal
orientation will be unrelated to, the level of intended planning.

Self-regulation Tactics and Performance

Given that individuals have sufficient ability and knowledge, the three self-regulation
tactics in our model should have positive relationships with performance. First, one of the most
robust findings in the psychology literature is the positive relationship between goal level and
performance (Locke & Latham, 1990; Pinder, 1998). Second, many motivation theories propose
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a positive relationship between effort and performance (e.g., Porter & Lawler, 1968), and there is
empirical support for this relationship (e.g., Brown & Leigh, 1996; Brown & Peterson, 1994).
Third, the use of analytical strategies and planning enhances performance (Smith, Locke, &
Barry, 1990; Wood & Bandura, 1989). In sum, we hypothesize:
Hypothesis 4: The level of goal setting, intended effort and intended planning will be positively
related to performance.

Mediation of Learning Goal Orientation and Performance

Finally, we state explicitly what is implicit in the combination of our prior hypotheses -the three self-regulation tactics mediate the relationship of learning goal orientation and
performance. We expect that this relationship will be fully mediated. That is, the relationship
between learning goal orientation and performance will not be significant when the effects of the
mediators are controlled statistically.
Our mediated model is consistent with the theorizing of several scholars. Lee, Locke, and
Latham ( 1989) proposed that self-set goals mediate the relationship of personality and
performance. Our model is also consistent with Kanfer's ( 1992) heuristic framework of
motivational theories and constructs. She proposed that "distal" constructs, such as personality,
do not directly affect behavior. Rather, distal constructs influence more "proximal" constructs,
such as goals and intentions, and these proximal constructs more strongly influence behavior.
More recently, Kanfer, Ackerman and Heggestad ( 1996) discussed the possibility of an
individual difference basis for the self-regulation skills that individuals bring to a situation. They
further suggested that these self-regulation differences might predict performance. In summary,
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there is a solid body of theory that supports our proposal of a mediated model. We thus
hypothesize:
Hypothesis 5: The level of goal-setting, intended effort and intended planning will mediate the
relationship between learning goal orientation and performance.
In sum, the purpose of this study was to examine the relationship of goal orientation and

performance. We proposed that a learning goal orientation would have positive relationships
with the levels of goal setting, of intended effort, and of intended planning. The use of these
tactics would lead to higher performance. In contrast, we expected that a performance goal
orientation would be unrelated to performance.

Method
Overview
We tested the hypotheses with data collected in conjunction with a quarterly product
promotion implemented by a medical supplies distributor. This setting was considered to be
more appropriate than a longer period of time, annual sales for instance, because the performance
results are more tractable and less likely to be influenced by environmental factors outside of the
sales force's control. At the start of the product promotion, the distributor's salespeople
completed a questionnaire that included measures of learning and performance goal orientations
and the self-regulation tactics to be used during the promotion. Data on actual sales were
collected at the conclusion of the product promotion.
Sample
The participants in the study were the salespeople of a medical supplies distributor
located in the southwest. The salespeople represented over 2000 lines of medical supplies and
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equipment and had cumulative annual sales of over $140 million. The salespeople were assigned
geographic territories and had an established list of customers within their territory. The
salespeople were paid on commission on gross margin, and the average annual commission
income was $43,000 per salesperson.
The participants were predominantly men (84.3% ), and 74% were college graduates. The
mean age was 38.63 years (SD = 9.15), and the average organizational tenure was 10.35 years
(SD = 8.37).
Design and Procedure
The study was conducted with reference to a specific product promotion offered by the
focal organization in conjunction with a supplier. The promoted product was a piece of medical
equipment with an average unit price of approximately $5,400. Salespeople received a $300
bonus for each unit of the promoted product they sold. This type of promotion is commonly
implemented by the distributor to give salespeople an incentive to devote exceptional selling
effort to a limited number of products while still performing the other selling and customer
service activities for which they are responsible. This promotion had the characteristics of a
"challenging task" in that salespeople had to deviate from their normal customer calling patterns
to be highly successful in the promotion.
Consistent with the distributor's standard practices, the product promotion was introduced
at the company's quarterly sales meeting. During the meeting, the salespeople completed a
questionnaire that included measures of goal orientation and self-regulation tactics (goals, effort
and planning). Management encouraged salespeople to set goals for this promotion but did not
assign a specific goal. The promotion lasted for three months. At the end of the promotion, we
obtained from company records the actual unit sales of each salesperson.
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Of the 167 salespeople, 158 provided complete data on the quarterly sales meeting
questionnaire, and we obtained matching sales data on 153 salespeople, representing a 91.6%
yield rate.
Measures
The descriptive statistics, reliability estimates and intercorrelations of the measures in this
study are presented in Table 1.
Goal Orientation. The two goal orientation dimensions were measured using 11 items
from a scale that was previously developed and validated by Sujan et al. (1994) and Ames and
Archer (1988). Learning goal orientation was measured with six items that asked the salespeople
the extent to which they valued development of their sales skills. A sample item read, "Learning
how to be a better salesperson is of fundamental importance to me." Performance goal
orientation was measured with five items that asked the salespeople the extent to which they
valued others knowing about their sales accomplishments. A sample item read, "I very much
want my co-workers to consider me to be good at selling." The items used a 7-point response
format ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly agree). Exploratory factor analysis
(principal components with oblique rotation) of the data for the 11 items produced two factors,
which corresponded to the learning and performance goal orientations. The two factors
accounted for 52% of the variance. The items and factor analysis results are reported in
Appendix A.
Goal Level. One item asked the salespeople to state the number of units (the promoted
piece of medical equipment) that they intended to sell. The salespeople were capable of and
comfortable with setting personal goals for this promotion, because this piece of equipment was
promoted annually.
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Intended Effort. Intended effort was measured by three items that asked the salespeople
to rate how much time, work intensity, and overall effort they intended to put into the product
compared to other salespeople. The items used a five-point response scale that ranged from 1
(much less than average) to 5 (much more than average).
Intended Planning. We assessed two types of planning activities that could be used as
strategies during the product promotion. Five items asked the salespeople about how much
planning they intended to do for their sales territory. A sample item read, "Each week I will
make a plan for what I need to accomplish regarding this promotion." Three items asked the
salespeople about how much planning they intended to do for their current accounts. A sample
item read, "I will target particular accounts for this promotion." The items used a 5-point
response format ranging from 1 (strongly agree) to 5 (strongly disagree). The responses were
reverse coded to 5 =strongly agree so that the response format matched the order of the other
variables. Exploratory factor analysis (principal components with oblique rotation) of the study
data for the eight items produced two factors, which corresponded to general territory and
account-specific planning. The two factors accounted for 61% of the variance.
The items and validation evidence for the intended effort and intended planning measures
are reported in Brown, Cron, and Slocum (1997).
Sales. Sales was measured as the actual number of units sold during the promotion and
was obtained from company records at the end of the product promotion. Sales volume is a
commonly used measure of performance quantity in sales force research (Churchill, Ford, &
Walker, 1983) and practice (Jackson, Schlacter, & Wolfe, 1995). Sales volume is an especially
appropriate measure of performance in this setting since the primary focus of the sales promotion
was to sell products and the goal level was stated in the number of units to be sold.
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Results

Hypotheses 1-3 predicted that learning goal orientation would be positively related to the
self-regulation tactics and that performance goal orientation would be unrelated to the selfregulation tactics. We tested these hypotheses with a multivariate regression procedure. As
discussed by Stevens (1996), this procedure provides an omnibus multivariate test (Rao's F
approximation) that determines whether there is a significant relationship between two sets of
variables (i.e., the independent and dependent variables) and takes into account the correlations
among the dependent variables. The procedure also provides the regression equations and
univariate Fs that are based on each dependent variable being regressed separately on the
predictor(s). The univariate analysis does not take into account the correlations among the
dependent variables, so for our analysis, the bivariate regression beta coefficients are equivalent
to correlation coefficients. As shown in Table 2a and 2b, the omnibus test was statistically
significant for learning goal orientation (.E = 11.60, Q. < .001), but was not significant for
performance goal orientation (E = 2.31, Q. = .06). The results suggest that learning goal
orientation predicted a significant amount of variance in the set of self-regulation tactics, but a
performance goal orientation did not.
For the univariate effects for Hypotheses 1 through 3, we present the regression beta
coefficients and compare the strength of the relationships of the learning and performance goal
orientations with each mediator. Because a statistical test is not available to directly compare the
beta coefficients, we instead compared the equivalent correlation coefficients from Table 1.
Because the two correlations for each hypotheses are computed from the same sample and are
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computed using a common variable (the focal mediator), we used the Hotelling-Williams test
(Williams, 1959a, 1959b) which accounts for these dependencies.
Hypothesis 1 was supported. Learning goal orientation was positively related to the level
of goal setting (ft =.30, 12 < .001) but performance goal orientation was not (ft =.11, 12 =.16).
Based on the Hotelling-Williams test, the coefficients were significantly different, !(150) = 2.21,
12 < .05. Hypothesis 2 was also supported. Learning goal orientation was positively related to
intended effort (ft =.33, p < .001) but performance goal orientation was not (ft =.01.12 =.41).
The coefficients were significantly different, !(150) =3.06,12 < .01. Hypothesis 3 was partially
supported. Learning goal orientation was positively related to both intended territory planning

=.44, 12 < .001) and account planning (ft =.37, 12 < .001).

Cft

Contrary to expectations, performance

goal orientation had positive, although much weaker relationships, with both intended territory
planning (ft =.17,12 =.03) and account planning (ft =.20.12 =.01). However, the learning goal
orientation coefficients were significantly stronger than the performance goal orientation
coefficients for territory planning, !(150) = 3.30, 12 < .01, and for account planning, !(150) = 2.02,
12 < .05.
Next, we tested the influence of the self-regulation tactics on sales performance. The
results of a multiple regression analysis are presented in Table 3 and indicate strong support for
hypothesis 4. Goal level

(ft =.38, 12 < .001), intended effort (ft =.21, 12 < .01), intended territory

planning (ft = .22, 12 < .01), and intended account planning (ft = .15, 12 < .01) were all related to
sales performance.
Hypothesis 5 proposed that the self-regulation tactics would mediate the relationship
between learning goal orientation and performance. We tested the hypothesis with the three-step
mediated regression method recommended by Baron and Kenney ( 1986). With this approach,
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three conditions must be met in order to establish mediation. First, the independent variable
(learning goal orientation) must be related to the mediators (self-regulation tactics). As shown in
Table 2, this condition was met for all four mediators. Second, the independent variable must be
related to the dependent variable. As shown in Table 1, this condition was met by the
statistically significant correlation of learning goal orientation and performance. Third, the effect
of the independent variable on the dependent variable must be significantly reduced or disappear
when jointly considered with the mediator variables. Table 4 shows the results of a multiple
regression analysis in which performance was simultaneously regressed on learning goal
orientation and the four mediators. The betas for all four mediators remained statistically
significant while the beta of learning goal orientation disappeared

(Ji =.00, Q =.94).

These

results suggest that the four self-regulation tactics completely mediate the relationship of learning
goal orientation and performance.
As a supplementary analysis for Hypothesis 5, path coefficients for the hypothesized
mediated model were estimated using LISREL 8 (Joreskog & Sorbom, 1993). The observed
indicators for the constructs were combined into single index measures equal to the arithmetic
mean of the item scores. The values of the paths from the latent constructs to their observed
indicators were fixed to equal the square root of the measure reliability, and the error variances of
the indicators were set equal to one minus the measure reliability (Loehlin, 1992). As noted by
Hoyle (1995), the growing dissatisfaction with the

x goodness-of-fit test has led to development
2

of a number of descriptive fit indexes. Because these fit indexes do not all follow the same logic,
Hoyle recommended the use of multiple indexes. We follow Hoyle's recommendation and report
five fit indexes.
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The fit of the model to the data produced a X2 (7, N = 153) of 11.36 (ll =.12), a
comparative fit index of .99, a goodness of fit index of .97, a normed fit index of .97, an
incremental fit index of .99, and a root mean square residual of .07. All of these indexes suggest
a good fit of the model to the data. The parameter estimates for the structural model are reported
in Figure 1. All of the parameters are in the hypothesized positive direction and are significant at
the .01 level.

Discussion
A central finding of our research is that it takes more than just "wanting to look good,"
i.e., appearing to others to have high ability, to achieve job performance success. Rather, one
needs to have the desire to develop the skills required for success. Our analysis of the data
revealed that a learning goal orientation led to higher sales performance and that this relationship
was completely mediated by the three self-regulation tactics. The regression analysis for this
mediated model explained 60% of the variance in objectively measured sales performance. In
contrast, performance goal orientation was not associated with sales performance.
Research Implications
Scholars have noted a lack of consistent effects for individual difference variables on goal
setting (e.g., Dipboye, Smith, & Howell, 1994). The finding in this study of a strong, positive
influence of learning goal orientation on the level of goal setting is thus especially interesting.
Our ability to find this effect was probably enhanced by following research design
recommendations of Locke and Latham ( 1990).
First, Locke and Latham (1990) proposed that as individuals gain experience on complex
tasks, the effects of personality variables on goal setting should increase as the effect of initial
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ability decreases. With average tenure of 10 years, the salespeople in our study were veterans.
Second, individual differences are more likely to influence self-regulation and work performance
in work situations where there is free choice about behavior (Weiss & Adler, 1984). In this
research, there was a general understanding by the salespeople that management expected a
minimum goal of one unit, but the goal choice was unspecified beyond that minimum. Third, the
goals in the study were quite meaningful in that the sales people earned a $300 bonus for each
unit sold and the performance results were posted publicly. Fourth, the goal was proximal in
nature (a 90 day period), and goal attainment was measured with objective data (number of units
sold). Finally, the emerging nomological network of goal orientation (e.g. Button et al., 1996;
VandeWalle, 1996, 1997) allowed us to develop a strong conceptual foundation for the
theoretical model.
Although a strength of this study was the discrete time period of 90 days, it would be
interesting to explore the longer-term effect of goal orientation on self regulation tactics and
performance. One approach would be to assess the goal orientations of an entry level cohort and
then to track during their early career the pattern of their self-regulation tactics and performance.
Such research would help inform the use of goal orientation for employee selection and for
employee development.
Another strength of this study was that we removed many potential sources of extraneous
variance by assessing the performance of individuals in one profession (sales), with a common,
objective metric - actual unit sales of the promotional product. This constrained research setting,
however, raises the issue of generalizability of the results. For example, the occurrence of the
product promotional campaign and the request for individuals to actually record their goals could
have triggered the study participants to be more cognizant than normal of the goals they set for
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themselves. We note, however, that the participants were quite experienced with this type of
promotional program as it is a standard operating procedure in this sales context. Also, given the
prevalence of such promotional programs, an understanding of the influence of goal orientation
in this setting is of value. At this time, however, our results are most clearly generalizable to
situations where (a) individuals can make conscious choices about the goals they set, (b) there is
a clear performance-reward relationship, (c) the metrics used to measure performance are known
and quantifiable, (d) and performance feedback is clear and prompt. Thus, there is an excellent
opportunity for future research to examine the role of goal orientation when other performance
measures in other settings are used, e.g., annual sales, customer feedback, customer retention,
and behavioral criteria. Finally, the generalizability of the results will also need to be tested for
employees in non-sales professions, in other industries, for less-seasoned employees, etc.
Future research should also consider how the relationship of goal orientation and
performance is mediated by other self-regulation tactics. For example, feedback seeking
behavior (Ashford & Cummings, 1983) would seem to be especially beneficial to salespeople as
it could help them to develop their sales delivery, communication and customer management
competencies. Given that VandeWalle and Cummings (1997) found a positive relationship
between a learning goal orientation and feedback seeking, feedback seeking may also mediate the
goal orientation-performance relationship. That is, salespeople with a high learning goal
orientation might seek feedback from peers, superiors and customers on ways to improve their
sales techniques.
Finally, future research should investigate the role that self-efficacy plays in the goal
orientation-performance relationship. For example, Stevens and Gist ( 1997) used a training
program to induce learning and performance goal orientations. In a subsequent negotiation
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exercise,_they found that among performance-oriented trainees, self-efficacy had a positive
relationship with negotiation outcomes, but there was no relationship between self-efficacy and
negotiation outcomes for mastery-oriented trainees. Although their research studied state goal
orientation, we believe that self-efficacy enhancement could also be useful for individuals with a
high trait level of a performance goal orientation. Self-efficacy enhancement might be especially
valuable when attempts to raise the level of learning goal orientation are unsuccessful.
Managerial Implications
With regard to employee selection, it would appear to be beneficial to screen applicants
on the basis of a learning goal orientation. A learning goal orientation should especially be of
value when a sales job is more than simple order generating, and there is a substantial need to
develop sales competencies, customer service competencies, and product knowledge to succeed
at the job. The longitudinal research that was suggested earlier would further inform the
procedures needed to implement this recommendation since the participants in this study were
already veteran salespeople.
Our findings also have implications for the management of current employees. First,
changing the attributions that individuals make about their ability and performance can enhance a
learning goal orientation. Individuals with a learning goal orientation perceive ability as a
malleable attribute (Dweck & Leggett, 1988) and perceive effort as a key cause of their
performance success (Duda & Nicholls, 1992). Task performance may be enhanced for some
individuals by training them to understand that many forms of ability can be developed and that
effort is an important determinant of performance success. (See Ames, 1992, for additional
recommendations on procedures to enhance a learning goal orientation.) Such training may be
especially useful in industries such as life insurance, financial services, and real estate where the
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discouragement from low sales success results in high attrition rates for new salespeople. As an
example for such training, Dweck (1975) was able to decrease the rate of participant's quitting
after receiving negative feedback by training the subjects to make effort attributions for failure.
Finally, we earlier noted that prior studies have found that performance goal orientation
has a statistically insignificant relationship with task performance (e.g., Phillips & Gully, 1997)
or that individuals in a performance goal orientation treatment condition had lower task
performance than individuals in a learning goal orientation treatment condition (e.g., Block et al.,
1995). Based on these studies, it appears that at best, a performance goal orientation is
indifferent in its effect on task performance and can sometimes even be deleterious. Given these
findings, when managers have a choice between using management practices that are likely to
encourage a learning or performance goal orientation, the former is more likely to result in
productive outcomes. Thus, managers may want to think twice about using procedures that
encourage a performance goal orientation (e.g., competition among colleagues, punishment of
mistakes, evaluative appraisal systems) and instead use practices that are more likely to
encourage a learning goal orientation (e.g., cooperation among colleagues, encouragement of
experimentation, developmental appraisal systems). We believe that the later choices will return
a "bigger bang for buck".
Conclusion

In conclusion, we sought to extend the understanding of the influence of goal orientation
on performance. The results indicate a positive relationship between learning goal orientation
and performance. This finding is especially interesting for management practice because of the
longitudinal research design and objective measure of performance. Further, this study develops
an understanding of the self-regulation processes that mediate the relationship of learning goal
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orientation and performance. Understanding of these relationships can help contribute to the
selection and management of employees.
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Table 1
Means, Standard Deviations and Correlations Among Study Variables

Variable

M

SD

1

1 Learning Goal Orientation

6.22

0.60

(.74)

2 Performance Goal Orientation

5.24

0.99

.35

(.81)

3 Goal Level

3.25

1.29

.30

.11

4 Territory Planning

3.67

.60

.44

.17

.56

(.80)

5 Account Planning

4.10

.61

.37

.20

.32

.41

(.74)

6 Effort

3.81

.76

.33

.07

.62

.62

.35

(.92)

7 Sales

2.79

2.25

.33

.01

.69

.63

.44

.64

2

3

5

6

7

(-)

Note. Correlations ~ .24 are significant at n < .001; ~ .21 are significant at n < .01, and
Cronbach's a values are reported in the matrix diagonal.

4

~

.18 are significant at n < .05.

(-)
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Table 2a
Multivariate Regression Analysis for Self-regulation Tactics on Learning Goal Orientation

Ii

1 (151)

Goal Level

0.30

3.87***

Effort

0.33

4.27***

Territory Planning

0.44

6.00***

Account Planning

0.37

4.89***

Strategy

Table 2b
Multivariate Regression Analysis for Self-regulation Tactics on Performance Goal Orientation

Strategy

1 (151)

Goal Level

0.11

1.42

Effort

0.07

0.82

Territory Planning

0.17

2.17*

Account Planning

0.20

2.57**

Note. For Table 2a, Rao's approximate E(4,148) = 11.60, 12. < .001.
For Table 2b, Rao' s approximate E(4, 148) =2.31, 12. = .06.
* p < .05; ** p < .01; *** p < .001.
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Table 3
Regression of Sales on Self-regulation Tactics

Step 2
Variable

ft

1(148)

Goal Level

0.38

5.53***

Territory Planning

0.22

3. 16***

Account Planning

0.15

2.63***

Effort

0.21

2.85***

.E(4, 148)
Adjusted R 2

56.55**
.60

* .Q <. 05; ** .Q <. 01; ***.Q <. 0001.
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Table 4
Analysis of Mediation for Learning Goal Orientation and Sales
Step 3

Variable

ft

! (147)

Goal Level

0.38

5.52**

Territory Planning

0.22

3.07**

Account Planning

0.15

2.58**

Effort

0.21

2.84**

Learning Orientation

0.00

.E (5,

147)

Adjusted R 2

-0.08

44.94***

.60

* 12 <. 05; ** 12 <. 01; ***12 <. 0001.
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Appendix A
Goal Orientation Items and Exploratory Factor Analysis Results
Item

Learning

Performance

1.

Making a tough sale is very satisfying.

.605

2.

An important part of being a good salesperson is
continually improving your sales skills.

.649

3.

It is important for me to learn from each selling experience
I have

.524

4.

It is worth spending a great deal of time learning new
approaches for dealing with customers

.722

5.

Learning how to be a better salesperson is of fundamental
importance to me.

.793

6.

I put in a great deal of effort sometimes in order to learn
something new.

.663

7.

It is very important to me that my supervisor sees me as a
good salesperson.

.777

8.

I very much want my co-workers to consider me to be
good at selling.

.860

9.

I feel very good when I know I have outperformed other
salespeople in my company.

.708

10.

I always try to communicate my accomplishments to my
manager.

.764

11.

I spend a lot of time thinking about how my performance
compares with other salespeople's.

.713
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Figure 1. Standardized parameter estimates for the mediated learning goal orientation model.
All parameters are statistically significant at Jl < .0 1.
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